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SLAC Makes DOE This Month

The February issue of DOE This Month mentions two SLAC events: the contract signing between DOE and Stanford and the appointment of Jonathan Dorfan as director. DOE This Month is a publication that goes to all DOE staff in Washington, the Field Offices, and the Labs.

Final Four Tickets

The Department of Athletics is sponsoring the Women's Final Four in San Jose. Currently, there are 100 tickets available for Stanford University employees to purchase. The price is $90 per ticket; each ticket allows one person entry to a total of three games over the Final Four weekend, March 26-28. Go in person to the Department of Athletics administrative suite in the Arrillaga Family Sports Center to pay for and receive your tickets. Take your University ID card. No reservations or placeholders will be taken.

Book Donations Wanted

As a good neighbor, SLAC can help one of our local libraries raise money and recycle books at the same time. The Menlo Library is collecting used hard cover and paper back books (no textbooks, please) for their annual sale. Drop off the books at the Library on Alma Avenue at Ravenswood.

Dian Yeremian Judges Science Fair

The Bay Area Science Fair is a competition of 7th to 12th grade students who have placed first, second, or third in their school competitions and thus earned the right to enter the Bay Area competition. Winners here go on to state and national competition. "I judged projects bases on scientific thought, thoroughness, skill, creativity, and dramatic value," says Yeremian. "I've been doing this for 5 years now and I highly recommend it." Other SLAC judges recently are Karen Fant and Mary Regan.

If You're Going to Atlanta

Those who plan to attend the APS meeting in Atlanta at the end of the month - we need you! SLAC and Fermi have a joint exhibit for DPF and physicists are wanted to staff the exhibit in one-hour increments. Sign up at http://www.fnal.gov/cgi-bin/directorate/aps_shifts.pl

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. Current ads can be seen on the FleaMarket web page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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